
Talking Points for Meeting with Sharon Ambrose 
Ward 6 Councilmember 
November 30, 1998 

Introduction 

11 Two charter schools in Mrs. Ambrose's District: 

Chamberlain campus of Edison-Friendship 
SEED School 

• Glad to see her at dedication of new dorm facility at SEED 
• Grateful for her support of the both schools -- including nice column in the Hill 

Rag newspaper 

The Application Process 

• Board has buirt'a credible process for identifying best candidates -- We 
Charter Success is more than a motto. 

• Of 26 applications in first year, 1 O approved. Seven already open, three 
scheduled to open by September '99. 

• Of 13 applications this year, only four provisionally approved. Final decisions 
expected in February '99. 

• Some tough calls, notable Anacostia Advantage. Board believes that the most 
disadvantaged areas require, if anything, higher degree of assurance of likely 
success. 

• In that connection: Likely that two of the four provisionals will locate in SE DC. 
Southeast Academy is hoping for St. Elizabeth's; Aerospace looking at DC 
Village. Any help Ambrose can provide with these will be welcome. 

The Board's Approach to Accountability 

• Our consultants are working with each school to develop unique plans, 
measuring success against their own goals/benchmarks -- but with some 
common elements (SAT9 scores, attendance rates, etc.) Aiming to complete 
plans in next few weeks. 

11 Board's monitoring program includes regular reporting on finances, 
achievement, and organization health. Schools in trouble will get support --
but also, greater scrutiny. Board will act decisively. (Show draft) 



• Piloted financial reporting system this month. Developed with help from 
SCORE and other business executives, it will provide routine reporting on 
wide range of indicators (Show draft) 

• Providing staff support on financial and other paperwork. Adding some full-
time staff to manage accountability program and school monitoring. 

Issues for Discussion 

Uncertainty over Facilities. DCPS is wavering on commitment to let conversion 
charters keep buildings; also put "hold" on dispositions of a few, including 
McKinley. (This will affect Hyde and SABIS). Charters need consistent policies 
and simplified procedures on property acquisition. 

Moratorium Proposals. Chavous will seek halt to new charters. Not needed. 
Emphasis should be on quality; numbers are declining on their own; parents 
should be able to choose. Anyway, "impact" has been distorted and overstated. 
Rumors about raiding teachers, taking best students are unfounded -- and scant 
attention is paid to positive impact of charters (as in Ellington case) * SEA. Chavous also proposing State Education Agency for DC. Board hasn't 
taken specific stand, but general reaction is (a) any new agency must not 
override Board's monitoring authority; (b) should concentrate on resolving conflict 
issues with DCPS, and on reviewing performance of agencies, not schools; and 
(c) should have smallest "bureaucracy." 

Status of Board. Schools have 15-year charters but Board is authorized in School 
Reform Act, which expires in April, 2001. Lenders already expressing misgivings 
about legal status of schools if Board goes away. Ask support for long-term 
authorization of Board. 

Per-pupil Formula. Council and Mayor are responsible for creating formula. 
Working group including charter authorities, DCPS, and CFO are looking at 
special ed component for the FY2000 budget cycle, possible larger overhaul 
later. Currently, there is a gap between what the formula generates, and real 
costs of special education spending. 

Council Support. Finally, given discussions over School Reform Act vs. DC 
Code, it's important to the Board that the Council see advantages of a strong 
charter school sector, useful in improving public education for sill_DC kids. 
Whatever Congress does, the support of the Council is crucial. 

Questions/Concerns from Mrs. Ambrose. 


